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Abstract 
In a recent paper the author has demonstrated how to derive inclusions of solutions of systems of equations from 
hypernorm estimates and a procedure for computing upper bounds for vectors of the type (I - K) -  i v, where I denotes 
the unit matrix, K a nonnegative matrix with spectral radius less than 1 and v a nonnegative vector. 
In this paper one of the resulting methods based on the same information as well-known interval arithmetic methods 
developed by S.M. Rump is studied. Two algorithms for computing componentwise inclusions, one for solutions of 
nonlinear problems and one for solutions of linear problems are presented. Comparisons with corresponding algorithms 
suggested by Rump are carried out for two concrete problems. 
Keywords: Nonlinear systems; Validated computation; Componentwise enclosures 
1. Introduction 
The algorithms suggested in this paper are based on a special case of a slightly improved version 
of [9, Theorem 3(b)], presented as Theorem 1. This theorem shows how to derive componentwise 
error estimates for approximate solutions of systems of equations from estimates imilar to those 
obtained in [11, 26-28]. The information necessary for computing these estimates is the same as 
used by a well-known interval arithmetic method developed among others in [10, 13, 16, 19-25]. 
Neumaier [17] is an excellent reference for the theory behind this method and for several extensions. 
There are many other theorems with the same aim as Theorem 1 but usually based on other 
assumptions. Important examples are [29-35, 37]. 
For the implementation of an algorithm derived from Theorem 1 or one of Rump's algorithms 
the tools of a computer language for verified computation as developed by Kulisch and his group 
are indispensable. The numerical results given in this paper were produced by test programs 
written in the ATARI version of PASCAL-SC with floating point system S (10,13, -98,1130) (see [ 15]!). 
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2. Notations and preliminaries 
Throughout  he paper we use the following notations and definitions: lal := (laa I, ..., l a, I) T for 
" for all A " ~ R "×" all a = (al, . . . ,  an)TE ~n and similarly IA] :=  ([aijl)i,j=l = (aij)i,j=l • <,  ~<, >,  ~> 
between real vectors or matrices is meant componentwise, p(A) denotes the spectral radius of 
A 6 R". I the (n x n) unit matrix. If b denotes an n-dimensional interval vector then 
Ibl := max{lal: a 6 b} 
(the max taken with respect o the componentwise ordering ~< of vectors in R"). Similarly, 
Inl := max{lhl :  A~B} 
for (n × n) interval matrices B. 
For x, y ~ R" such that x ~< y the interval vector I-x, y-1 is defined as the set 
{w e R": x ~< w ~< y}. 
Real vectors (matrices) are also interpreted as (point) interval vectors (matrices) if convenient. 
A machine interval ike [1.88885E - 13, 1.88892E - 13] is also denoted by 1.88892E - 13. 
In addition it is assumed that the reader is somewhat familiar with the basic operations of 
machine interval arithmetic. 
3. Two algorithms for computing componentwise inclusions 
The algorithms will be derived from the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that 
(1) D c R", D open, f :  D ~ R ~ differentiable, Xo ~ D, R ~ R ~×~ (usually approximating f ' (xo) -  1 ), 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Ho c R ~, Ho convex, -R f (xo)  ~ Ho, Xo + Ho c D, 
1I - R f ' (xo  + h)l ~< K for all h E Ho, K >f O, p(K)  < 1, 
~' := (I - K ) - l lR f (xo  - Rf(xo)) l  <~ 6, 
-Rf(xo) + {u ~ R": lul ~< ~} c no.  
R is nonsingular andf ' (xo  + h) is nonsingularfor all h ~ Ho, 
there is a unique h* ~ Ho such that f (xo  + h*) = O, 
h* ~ -R f (xo)  + (u e R": lul ~< ~}. 
Proof. The theorem can be derived essentially by applying Theorem 3(a) in [9-1 (which is in the 
actual case essentially the fundamental theorem proved in [30]) with Xo replaced by Xo - Cf(xo). 
But for completeness we give a short direct proof here. 
The assumptions about f imply  the following assumptions about the mapping T: D ~ R" defined 
by 
T (x) := x -- R f (x), x ~ D: 
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T is differentiable, T(xo) ~ Xo + He (cD), I T ' (xo  + h)l ~< K for all h e He, which implies 
(L) I T (y ) -T (x ) I<~Kly -x l  forallx, y~xo+Ho.  
In addition: 
3 '= ( I -  K ) - t lT (T (xo) ) -  T(xo)l and T(xo)+ {u ~ R": lul ~< ~} c Xo + He. 
Since assertion (1) holds as a consequence of assumption (3), x is a zero offiff x is a fixed point of T. 
Since lY - T(xo)l -%< ~' implies 
IT (y ) -  T(xo)l ~< IT (y ) -  T(T(xo))] + IT(T(xo))-  T(xo)l 
<<. K Iy -  T(xo)l + IT(T(xo))-  T(xo)l 
<% g6' + IT(T(xo))-  T(xo)l 
<~ (K(I - K) - '  + l ) ]T(T(xo))-  T(xo)] = 6', 
T maps the (compact convex) hypernorm ball T(xo) + {u ~ Rn: lul ~< ~'} into itself. Hence (by 
Brouwer's fixed point theorem or a simpler one) there is a fixed point x* of T (zero x* off) in this 
ball. 
(L), K ~> 0 and p(K) < 1 imply that there is at most one fixed point of T (zero off) in Xo + He. 
Remarks. 
(1) If 0~Ho,  i.e. Xo~Xo +He,  then IT(T(xo))-T(xo)l  <.KIT(xo)-Xol by (L). Hence 
6' <% ( I -  K ) - tK IT (xo) -  xol = ( I -  K ) -~K I -  Rf(xo)l and any upper bound 6 of the last 
vector satisfies assumption (4) of Theorem 1. 
(2) The proof of Theorem 1 and remark (1) do not depend on the special d-norm considered in
this paper. Therefore, Theorem 1 holds also for general d-norms and remark (1) shows that 
Theorem 1 improves Theorem 3(b) in [9]. I 
(3) The main question concerning the applicability of Theorem 1 is how to get (sufficiently low) 
upper bounds of vectors of the type (1 - K)-~v with K >1 O, p(K) < 1, v >>. O. 
If II K II oo << 1, such a bound is 
:= v + (l lvl l®/(1 - IlK I1~o))(11 kl II1 . . . . .  Ilk.ll~) T 
where k l , . . . ,  kn denote the rows of K. 
In addition the sequence {6 tv)} defined by 
3 t°} := 3, 3 tv~ := v + K~5 ~- 1}, v = 1, 2,... 
converges monotonically decreasing to (I - K ) - t  v. 
These results are derived from a theorem proved in [36]. In the general case recent results of 
Rohn [18] can be used: Assuming K >i 0, Rohn has shown: 
(1) I f /+KS-S<<.0foranS>10thenp(K)<land( I -K )  -1~<S. 
(2) The (theoretical) algorithm 
S:=I+F;  
while not (I + KS - S -%< 0) do 
S:=I+KS+F;  
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has the following properties: 
(a) If the algorithm terminates for an F/> - I  then (because of S >/0 and (1)) p(K)  < 1 and 
( I -K )  -1 <~ S. 
(b) If p(K)  < 1 then the algorithm terminates for all F > 0. 
In a real PASCAL-SC implementation f the algorithm with an F > 0, instead of the true S only 
a nonnegative rounded result S' can be computed. However, the test I + KS '  - S' ~ 0? can be 
performed exactly and if I + KS '  - S' <<. 0 holds, it is proved that p(K)  < 1 and S' is an upper 
bound of (I - K ) -  1. Earlier contributions to the problem at hand are, e.g. [8, 1, 3-1. 
I f f  is affinely linear i.e. 
f (x )=Ax-b  for a l l xeR" ,  
where A e R n×~ and b e •", then by choosing Ho = D = R" Theorem 1 reduces to the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2. Suppose that 
(1) Xo ~ R ~, R ,K  ~ R "×~ such that I1 - RAI <~ K, K > O, p(K)  < 1. 
(2) 3 ' := ( I -  g ) -X l ( I -  RA)R(Axo-  b)l ~< 3. 
Then 
(1) R and A are nonsinoular. 
(2) h* ~ -R(Axo  - b) + {u e Rn: lul -< 3}for  the unique correction h* satisfyin9 A(xo + h*) - 
b=0.  
Remark. If written for an arbitrary d-norm, Corollary 2 improves the second assertion in I-9, 
Theorem 4]. 
Let us now describe how Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 can serve for the construction of 
computational procedures implementable in a computer language for verified computation like 
PASCAL-SC. 
The first algorithm is designed for nonlinear problems. For the computation ofupper bounds for 
3' the estimate given in the first remark after Theorem 1 is used. 
Algorithm 3 (for nonlinear problems). Assume that xs ~ D was obtained as an approximate z ro of 
the continuously differentiable mapping f :  D---, 0~ n, D c R n, D open, then the algorithm runs as 
follows: 
- -Compute an approximation J o f f ' (xs) .  (For a complicated mapping f this is best done by 
(rounded) automatic differentiation.) 
- -  Compute an approximate inverse R of J. (Since J might be (numerically) singular, the procedure 
might end with this step.) 
- -  Compute an interval vector F such that f (xs)  ~ F. 
- -  Compute an interval vector newt_E such that --R • F c newt_E. 
- -  Choose an interval vector HO such that 0 e HO, newt_E c HO, xs + HO c D (if xs + newt_E is 
not in D then this step fails). 
- -  Compute an interval matrix dE such that f ' (xs  + HO) ~ JE. (For a complicated mappingfthis 
is best done using verified automatic differentiation.) 
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- -  Compute a real matrix K such that I I - R • JF I  <<, K. (If HO is not too large or if the diameter of 
J E  is small, it can be expected that K is small.) 
- -  Compute a real vector delta such that (I - K ) -  1KInewt_EI ~< delta by Yamamoto's or Rohn's 
method. (If this step does not fail, it is shown that (II K It o~ < 1 or) p(K)  < 1.) 
- -Compute  an interval vector HS such that newt_E + I -de l ta ,  delta] ~ HS. 
- -Test  if HS c HO or not. 
(If HS c HO then by Theorem 1: 
(1) R is nonsingular andf ' (xs  + h) is nonsingular for all h ~ HO. 
(2) There is a unique hs ~ HO such that f (xs  + hs) = O. 
(3) hs ~ HS.) 
A remark concerning the choice of HO: HO should be chosen small but such that it can be 
expected that xs + HO contains the zero of f  approximated by xs. Often the interval hull of 0 and 
a small inflation of newt_E is a good choice. A choice motivated by the promising strategy 
described in [7] is 
HO := newt_E + [ - Inewt_EI ,  Inewt_EI]. 
The following algorithm is designed for linear problems and based on Corollary 2. In addition Xo is 
chosen as the computer result obtained for Rb. 
Algor i thm 4 (for linear problems ( f (x )  = Ax  - b)). 
- -  Compute an approximate inverse R of A. (Since A might be (numerically) singular this step can 
fail.) 
- -  Choose xs as the rounded version of Rb produced by the computer. 
- -  Compute an interval matrix ImRA such that I - RA  ~ ImRA.  
- -  K := I ImRA I. 
- -Compute  an interval vector mF such that b - Axs  ~ inF. 
- -  Compute an interval vector newt_E such that R • mF ~ newt_E. 
- -Compute an upper bound Keta of I lmRA * newt_El. 
- -P rove  p(K)< 1 and compute an upper bound delta of ( I -  K) -1 Keta by Yamamoto's or 
Rohn's method. (Clearly this step fails if p(K)  >>, 1.) 
- -  Compute an interval vector HS such that newt_E + [-delta,  delta] c HS. (Then by Corollary 2: 
(1) R and A are nonsingular. 
(2) hs ~ HS for the unique correction hs satisfying A(xs  + hs) - b = 0.) 
4.  Numer ica l  examples  
In the following numerical solutions of a linear and a nonlinear problem obtained with 
implementations of Algorithms 4 and 3 in the ATARI version of PASCAL-SC are presented. 
Approximate inverses are computed with the Gaul3--Jordan method, delta is derived from 
Yamamoto's estimate. The precise (interval) scalar product was used whenever it was applicable 
without sophisticated tricks. 
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Problem 5. This 
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problem asks for including x such that Ax = b, where A 
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-9  0 -4  -13  0 7 -13  4 0 
12 -9  -6  0 -6  7 0 -10  -9  
0 -10  12 9 -9  -5  7 0 -10  
0 12 -5  -7  -7  -9  5 -11 -6  
-9  0 -5  -6  4 5 -11 -6  1 
-9  4 9 -13  4 -10  -9  4 -7  
-13  -9  6 7 0 -10  -1  -13  6 
-13  6 -5  -3  -9  4 -7  -9  4 
-10  -6  -9  -5  0 -10  -2  -5  0 
-9  4 -10  -9  0 -3  2 -13  7 
and b are given by 
10 9 
-9  0 
-9  7 
4 6 
0 -9  
-13  -8  
-9  2 ' 
-9  1 
-6  -9  
-6  -13  
-9  -5  
5 -9  
Result produced by the implemented version of Algorithm 4: 
A is nonsingular and therefore there is a unique x such that Ax = b. 
Computed approximate solution: 
XS 
m 
-1.863447393694E-01 
1.481124861674E + 00 
1.496252249353E-01 
-8.880358062505E-01 
2.502179639831E - 01 
-2.422064629112E +00 
-2.029009302630E +00 
-2.529628474590E +00 
1.133578767395E + 00 
9.855516407793E-01 
4.177394043605E - 01 
2.417310023512E-01 
m 
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Inclusion of x - xs  and x: 
X - -XSE  
-7 .1051142649~E-  13
4.4240173888~E-13 
-6.3253056539]E-13 
1.63063242915~E- 12 
-1.92851026226~E - 12 
-7.349268976~]E-13 
2.1046121180~E-12 
1.4392538868~E - 12 
1.2785026884~]E- 12
9.049214043~E- 13 
-1.38750986925~E - 12 
_ -2 .4467147654~E-12 
X~ 
1.86344739370~E-01 
1.48112486167]E + 00 
1.49625224934~E-01 
-8.88035806248~E - 01 
2.50217963981~E - 01 
-2.42206462911~E + 00 
-2.02900930262~E +00 
-2.52962847458~E +00 
1.13357876739~E +00 
9.85551640780~E-01 
4.17739404359~E - 01 
2.41731002348~E-01 
The small diameters of the intervals (components ofHS)  including the components ofx - xs  show 
that the method is of much higher precision than necessary for deriving the final least significant bit 
inclusion of x. If x serves only as an intermediate r sult, a nearly double precision inclusion of x is 
available for subsequent calculations. 
Problem 6. This problem is concerned with a system of nonlinear equations appearing in the 
method for deriving the hypocentre of an earthquake from time differences between primary and 
secondary waves. We denote by 
--vv(vs) the velocity of the primary (secondary) waves (Vp > vs), 
- -x  the (unknown) position vector of the hypocentre (with respect to a cartesian coordinate system 
fixed with the earth), 
- -x i  the (known) position vector of the ith observation station, i = 1,..., 4, 
--tP(ff) the time needed by the primary (secondary) wave to reach the ith station. 
Then we have the equations: 
Ilxi - x l l2 / t~ = Vp, I l x i -  x l l2 / t~ = vs, i = 1, . . . ,4 ,  
or equivalently 
[[xi - x[]2/Vp = t p, [ [x i -  x l [2 /vs  = t~, i=1 , . . . ,4 .  
Subtraction leads to 
Ilx~ - xl]2(1/v~ - l/vp) = t~ - t~ p, i = 1, ... ,4, i.e. 
[ [x i -x l l2x=dt i ,  i=1 , . . . ,4 ,  
where x := (1/v~ - 1/vp) is a quantity which will be eliminated and dt~ := t~ - t]' denotes the time 
difference observed at the ith station. From the last equations we derive 
I Ix/-  x l [2 /d t  2 = x -2 ,  i = 1 . . . .  ,4 .  
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Table 1 
i 1 2 3 4 
(Ravensburg) (Ziirich) (Mel3stetten) (Basel) 
xi[1] (kin) 44.90 -32.95 -4.04 - 108.00 
xi[2] (km) 9.50 -36.79 53.55 -16.80 
xi[3] (km) 0.45 0.41 0.91 0.28 
dt 2 (s -2) 29.16 40.96 56.25 184.96 
Eliminating x in Eqs. (2)-(4) leads to 
II x ,  - x II 2/dt2 = II xx  - x II 2/dtf ,  i = 2, 3, 4, 
or finally to 
f/-I(X) :=  dt~llxl  - xll 2 - dt2 Ilx, - xll 2 = 0, i = 2,3,4. 
We want to include a solution of this system for the data (of an earthquake which happened in 
1935 near Konstanz) given in Table 1. 
A reasonable choice for an approximate coordinate vector of the hypocentre is
xs := (7.4, -6.4,23.8) a'. 
The coordinates are with respect o a local system. The first two coordinates are horizontal 
coordinates, the third is approximately the height above the sea level. 
We give the results produced by the implemented version of Algorithm 3 for two choices of HO: 
First choice of  riO: 
I i 1.0, 1.0]1 .0, .0 ]  . 
1.0, 1.0] 
Solution: There is exactly one zero x of f in  xs + HO and Df(y)  is nonsingular for all y in xs + HO. 
X -- XS~ Ii 
-4.2E - 03, 9.0E - 04]-] 
-3 .1E-  02,-2.5E -0211,  
- 5.2E - 02, - 3.3E - 02] 1 
X~ 
F 7"~°9~E + 00-7 
+00 I -6.4  E . / L 2"3747E + 01 
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Second choice of  HO: 
II 
- . E - o3 ,o .o l ]  
2.9E - 02, 0.0] l .  
/ 
-4.3E - 02,0.0]1 
Solution: There is exactly one zero x of f in  xs + HO and Df(y)  is nonsingular for all y in xs + HO. 
[ -16°E-03]  
x-  xs I -2 .8 ] :E -  02 / , 
L-4.22E - 02 J  
--F 7"398:°E + 00]  
x ~ I -6.42824E + 00 o 
[_ 2.3757:E + 01 
The first choice of HO was made according to an expected quality of the approximate solution. The 
second HO is the outward rounded version of the interval hull of 0 and newt_E produced by the 
PASCAL-SC output routine viwrite. For obvious reasons the derived inclusions are not as precise 
as in the solved linear problem but precise enough for practical purposes. Inclusions with 
a precision as obtained with the second choice of HO are used in procedures for solving the more 
realistic problem to include the hypocentre when the data are known only within certain 
tolerances. 
5. A comparison with one of the favorite interval arithmetic methods 
One of the most important interval arithmetic methods for including solutions of systems of 
equations, introduced in [10, 13, 16], was developed and refined by Rump in a series of papers 
[19-25]. We want to compare Algorithms 3 and 4 with suitable algorithms based on Rump's 
results. 
An algorithm comparable with Algorithm 4 was described in [22, Algorithm 2.1] and in [24, 
p. 60]. We give a short description of this algorithm: 
Algorithm 4' (for linear problems ( f  (x) = Ax  - b ) ). 
Compute 
- -an  approximate inverse R of A, 
- -xs  as the approximation of Rb produced by the computer, 
- -an  interval matrix ImRA including I - RA, 
- -an interval vector mF including b - Axs  and 
- -an interval vector newt_E including R.  inF. 
HS  := newt_E; k := 0; epsilon := 0.1; 
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repeat 
k :=k+l ;  
H := infl(HS, epsilon); 
Compute an interval vector HS including newt_E + ImRA • H 
until HS csH or k ~> 10. 
(infl(HS, epsilon) denotes the epsilon inflation of HS as produced, e.g., by the operator inflated in 
[12, p. 178]. HS ~ sH is true iff every component of HS is strictly contained in the corresponding 
component of H). 
As Rump has shown, the main property of Algorithm 4' is: If HS c sH  after termination of the 
repeat loop, then A and R are nonsingular and x := A-  1 b ~ xs  + HS.  Applying a PASCAL-SC 
version of Algorithm 4' (with the same procedure for computing xs  as used in the implementation 
of Algorithm 4) to Problem 5, the following solution was obtained after two 0.1 inflations: 
A is nonsingular and therefore there is a unique x such that Ax = b. 
X - -XS~ 
-7 .1051142649~E-  13
4.42401738887~E - 13 
-6.32530565393~E - 13 
1.63063242915~E-12 
-1.92851026226~E - 12 
-7.34926897663~E-13 
2.1046121180~E- 12
1.43925388688~E - 12 
1.2785026884~E- 12
9.0492140433~E- 13
-1.38750986925~E - 12 
_-2.44671476540~E - 12 
X~ 
-1.86344739370~E-01 
1.48112486167]E + 00 
1.49625224934~E - 01 
-8.88035806248~E - 01 
2.50217963981~E-01 
-2.42206462911]E + 00 
-2.02900930262~E + 00 
-2.52962847458~E + 00 
1.13357876739~E + 00 
9.85551640780~E - 01 
4.17739404359~E-01 
2.41731002348~E - 01 
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The computed inclusion of x is identical with the inclusion obtained by Algorithm 4. The inclusion 
of the correction xs - x is slightly better. The same observation was made also in several other 
examples. But being almost as precise as Algorithm 4', Algorithm 4 has the advantage that HS is 
computed only once whereas in Algorithm 4' possibly several epsilon inflations and inclusion tests 
have to be carried out (2 in the example) without any guarantee that HS ~ sH really holds after 
termination of the repeat loop. 
For a comparison in the nonlinear case an algorithm is chosen which can be obtained from 
algorithms given in [21,22,1 by providing them with the epsilon inflation technique used in 
Algorithm 4' (as suggested in [24]) and by taking as the initial HS for the repeat loop not [0, 0] but 
newt_E as in Algorithm 4. The result is the following. 
Algorithm 3' (for nonlinear problems). 
Given an approximate zero xs of the continuously differentiable mapping f :  R n ~ R n, compute 
- -an  approximation J of f ' (xs) ,  
- - a n  approximate inverse R of J, 
- - a n  interval vector F including f (xs)  and 
- -  an interval vector newt_E including -R  • F. 
HS := newt_E; k := 0; epsilon := 0.1; 
repeat 
k :=k+l ;  
H := infl(HS, epsilon); 
HO := interval hull of 0 and H; 
Compute 
- - a n  interval matrix JE  inc lud ingf ' (xs  + HO) and 
- -  an interval vector HS including newt_E + (I - R • JE)  • H 
until HS csH or k >/10. 
If HS c sH after termination of the repeat loop, then 
(1) R is nonsingular andf ' (xs  + h) is nonsingular for all h ~ HO, 
(2) there is a unique hs ~ HO such that f (xs  + hs) = O, 
(3) hs e HS. 
(This is an immediate consequence of the properties of the underlying algorithms of Rump, but can 
be deduced, e.g., also from results obtained in [10, 13, 14, 16, 2, 4].) 
A PASCAL-SC implementation f Algorithm 3' applied to Problem 6 produced the following 
output after two 0.1 inflations: 
HO (chosen by the algorithm) = Ii 
- 1.688965893850E - 03, 0.0-1-1 
- 2.833402064304E 02,0.0,11 . 
-4.262235523139E 02, 0.0,1] 
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There is exactly one zero x of f in  xs  + HO and Df(y )  is nonsingular for all y in xs + HO. 
X - -XSE  
- 1.66°E - 03 "7 
2.824E -02 I ,  
-4.263E - 02 J  
X~ I_ 7.398~°E + 001 6.428234E +00 . 2.37577E + 01 
The computed inclusions for x - xs  and x are practically the same as those derived by Algorithm 3 
with the second choice of HO. A comparison with the results obtained by Algorithm 3 with the 
first choice of HO shows that a suitable choice of HO by the user can result in a much larger 
unicity domain than obtainable by Algorithm 3' (computing HO as the interval hull of 0 and the 
final H). 
Remark. Since Problem 6 asks for solving a system of quadratic equations, algorithms especially 
designed for such systems like the algorithm given in I-4, 6] can be applied. In tests with several 
initial approximations xs  for the included solution x of Problem 2 it was observed that Alefeld's 
algorithm produced the same results as Algorithms 3and 3' for very good approximations xs but 
computed better inclusions in all other cases. For the approximation xs introduced above, e.g., the 
inclusion 
I 7.39833aE + 0£ 1 
6.42826E + 00 
2.37577E + 01 
of x was obtained. This result is not surprising because Alefeld's algorithm makes explicit use of 
second-order information. Therefore, it should not be compared with Algorithm 3 or 3' but with 
algorithms as developed, e.g., in 1-31-35, 37-1 or with an algorithm based on [9, Theorem 3]. 
6. Conclusion 
The inclusions computed with the algorithms based on Theorem 1are of the same quality as the 
inclusions derived from the purely interval arithmetic Algorithms 3' and 4'. Algorithm 3 usually 
detects larger unicity regions than Algorithm 3'. A great advantage ofAlgorithm 4over Algorithm 
4' is the efficient computation of the final inclusion from only one estimate. 
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